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Abstract

Background: Early and repeated patient–provider conversations about advance care planning (ACP) are now widely recommended. We sought to characterize barriers and strategies for realizing an iterative model of ACP patient–provider communication. Methods: A total of 2 multidisciplinary focus groups and 3 semistructured interviews with 20 providers at a large Veterans Affairs medical center. Thematic analysis was employed to identify salient themes. Results: Barriers included variation among providers in approaches to ACP, lack of useful information about patient values to guide decision making, and ineffective communication between providers across settings. Strategies included eliciting patient values rather than specific treatment choices and an increased role for primary care in the ACP process. Conclusions: Greater attention to connecting providers across the continuum, maximizing the potential of the electronic health record, and linking patient experiences to their values may help to connect ACP communication across the continuum.
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Background

Advance care planning (ACP), a key element and an evidence-based best practice of quality palliative care,1 helps ensure patients receive care aligned with their wishes throughout the course of a life-limiting illness. Although ACP has typically centered on the completion of advance directives (ADs),2 it has been more broadly conceptualized as an iterative process of consideration and communication of health care values and goals between patients and family members and their providers.3–8 Prior research has shown that patient–provider ACP communication is associated with preference–concordant care9 and decreased utilization of intensive interventions10–13 at the end of life (EOL) and with greater patient/family satisfaction with EOL care.9 Several professional societies now recommend providers have multiple ACP discussions with their patients over the course of a serious illness,14–17 to allow adequate time for patients to plan for their future, help them articulate care preferences early in the trajectory, and routinely reevaluate and build upon those preferences through changing clinical experience.18,19

Despite this recent support of ACP as an iterative process, there are likely significant barriers to operationalizing such a model in clinical practice. Patients with advanced illness are typically cared for by multiple providers across a range of health care settings,20 underscoring the need to efficiently transfer and translate ACP information across settings and clinical scenarios. Although palliative care specialists are well positioned to support the ACP process, workforce limitations and growing recognition of the importance of upstream palliative care and early ACP portend a critical new role for providers across the continuum of care. Prior work has uncovered several individual-level barriers to engaging in ACP discussions,21–25 but less is known about potential systems-level barriers to realizing an iterative model of ACP.

The Veterans Affairs (VA) health system has a strong track record of providing timely and high-quality palliative services to its patients.26–28 We sought VA providers’ perspectives on barriers and strategies for realizing an iterative model of ACP,
using multidisciplinary focus groups to span the settings and providers that are usually considered separately when evaluating this complex communication task.

**Methods**

**Setting and Data Source**

The VA, one of the largest integrated systems in the United States, offers a context primed to evaluate the potential for an iterative model of ACP. As part of a quality improvement (QI) effort to develop a national palliative care clinical template that included ACP documentation, we conducted a qualitative, cross-sectional evaluation of health care providers’ experiences, perspectives, and practices regarding the ACP process. We chose multidisciplinary focus groups to facilitate expression of differing perspectives through participant interaction and to inform a comprehensive picture of ACP across the continuum of care. This evaluation was conducted as a QI project and exempted from human subjects permissions by the VA Greater Los Angeles and Portland human subjects review committees.

**Participants**

We recruited a convenience sample of providers for 2 scheduled focus groups at a single VA medical center. We sought representation by discipline (internal medicine, geriatrics, hospital/intensive care, and palliative care) and role (physicians, nurses, social workers, and chaplaincy). We solicited participation through department-wide e-mails and by personal outreach to the chairs of the clinical services to identify potential participants. A snowball sampling approach was employed to identify additional participants. Interested participants self-selected the most convenient focus group to attend. Due to focus group size considerations, recruitment concluded when 20 participants had been scheduled. Of note, 3 of the 20 providers were unable to attend either scheduled focus group but participated instead in separate one-on-one telephone interviews.

**Data Collection and Analysis**

A semistructured facilitator guide was developed to moderate the 2 focus group discussions and 3 telephone interviews (Appendix A). An initial guide was drafted based on our prior review of the literature on ACP and subsequently refined through an iterative, consensus-based process among team members. Questions in the guide addressed provider definitions and approaches to ACP, experiences engaging in ACP with patients and families, difficulties encountered, and perspectives on gaps and ways to improve the ACP process. Focus groups and interviews were facilitated by one of the authors (SCA), audiotaped, and lasted 1 to 1.5 hours each.

Focus groups and interviews were professionally transcribed. The focus group facilitator (SCA) read through all transcripts in their entirety, and where not specified within participant dialogue, attributed discipline and role to each participant. An initial coding scheme was developed using the focus group guide as the framework. Using this scheme, the first focus group transcript was coded independently by 2 authors (SCA and AKH) who refined the scheme to reflect emerging codes. The transcript was recorded independently by both the authors using the refined scheme, with a second meeting to further refine the scheme. This process was iterated until consensus was reached on a final coding scheme that was applied to the transcripts by a single analyst (AKH).

Trustworthiness in the analytic process was maintained through (1) regular audits of the coding process by SCA and (2) regular meetings to clarify codes and discuss and resolve discrepancies. We compared codes within and across transcripts to identify larger categories and the relationships between them to develop a set of themes that integrated the categories. All qualitative analysis was conducted using ATLAS.ti Scientific Software, V6.0.15.

**Results**

Twenty providers representing internal medicine, specialty medicine, hospital medicine, intensive care, and palliative care participated in 2 focus groups (n = 17) or individual interviews (n = 3; Table 1). We identified 5 themes highlighting challenges and solutions to realizing an iterative model of ACP.

**Challenges**

**Theme A1: Variation in definitions of ACP.** Providers differed in how they defined and approached ACP by their discipline and practice setting. Providers earlier in the care continuum, for example, primary care, described ACP much more broadly
than acute care providers closer to the EOL, for example, intensive care, and consequently identified different types of ACP tasks. For example, internists described ACP as a comprehensive process of life planning, including such tasks as retirement preparation and financial planning, while hospitalists and intensivists focused more narrowly on EOL decisions:

“[ACP] includes things like, where are you gonna live, what’s your retirement gonna look like, what are your support services, what kinds of things do you need to make your life livable before you get to the point that you need to fill out an [AD].” (Internist)

“We’re most concerned with code status and code status only . . . I would say the ACP that goes on in the ICU is whether they are DNR or not.” (Intensivist 2) “Yeah, I think we’re certainly focused on the bottom line.” (Intensivist)

**Theme A2: Lack of useful information about patient values to guide decision making.** Providers expressed frustration over the absence or inaccessibility of information about a patient’s health care values and goals and described this gap as a function of current approaches to capturing ACP information. Specifically, they discussed how traditional ACP captured choices regarding specific interventions that were only applicable to a narrow set of unrealistic and unlikely scenarios without room for detail about a patient’s broader values that could more usefully be applied across a range of clinical situations.

“It’s a box they have to check, right? So the guy says ‘Do everything’ and you say ‘alright sir, that means full code, right’ and they probably didn’t mean ‘chop-my-head-off-and-put-it-in-a-freezer-everything.’ They mean some sort of realistic goal; ‘I want it if I can go back to some sort of quality of life.’ There’s a whole lot more nuance than saying ‘do all this stuff.’” (Hospitalist)

“It’s yes, it’s no, it’s situations that never happen. It’s ‘if everybody in the whole world agrees I’m gonna die tomorrow, then yes, let me go.’ That’s not the way it works and that’s ‘why I never look at ‘em,’ cause the questions asked aren’t useful.” (Internist)

Providers also discussed how the structure of the electronic medical record (EMR) discouraged more robust documentation of patient values and goals, in particular because it was designed to capture point-of-care events rather than a more unified narrative about the patient’s health.

“I think the biggest problem is with the current health record . . . they are all based on episodic care models where that ontology is the point of care and it completely fragments the narrative about the patient. And you cannot extract that story. It’s locked into the chart.” (Hospitalist)

**Theme A3: Ineffective communication between providers across settings.** Providers described poor communication with each other as another reason for the lack or inaccessibility of useful ACP information. Hospitalists in particular described how they often lacked the in-depth knowledge of a patient’s personal history and values that primary care providers (PCPs) developed over the course of their ongoing relationship with the patient, and that there was no way to effectively communicate with the PCP to access that information and guide in-the-moment decision making.

“I think that highlights the poor communication we have for the inpatient/outpatient side. Maybe when the guy’s here in the hospital we should do a better job of calling primary care and saying, ‘Can you come and participate in this conversation?’ I think we ought to do a better job of trying to bring the providers who know the patient best to the bedside.” (Hospitalist)

“I think one of the largest barriers is we’re so big as an institution and so silo-ed in terms of our structure that we don’t know each other like we used to. It’s not easy to call somebody you don’t know and you’re afraid you’re interrupting them, and it’s asking to see your patient.” (Hospitalist)

**Opportunities**

**Theme B1: Eliciting patient values rather than specific treatment choices.** Inpatient providers often suggested that having information about a patient’s broader values and goals for health care would be more useful for guiding care over the trajectory of an illness than specific treatment decisions that are often highly context dependent.

“I think a values statement—what do you treasure in life? What would you not be willing to give up? I think those sorts of things are very helpful to providers about figuring out how far do we go with what we have available.” (Intensivist)

“What I want is for an ACP document to be about your life and what gets you through the day, what you look forward to. That would be a million times more helpful than those box-based forms.” (Hospitalist)

**Theme B2: Increased but supported role for primary care in ACP process.** Both primary and acute care providers suggested that ACP was best initiated in the outpatient setting by the PCP, given the depth of knowledge they have of their patients. However, this enthusiasm for a greater primary care role was tempered by the acknowledgment that additional workload without attendant support would make this a difficult solution to implement.

“And most of us in primary care, if we’ve worked with a patient for three, four or five years or longer, we have a pretty good sense of where that patient wants to be going . . . a pretty good sense of what treatment options are most compatible with their goals. But we don’t do much in terms of communication. And I think the main thing is the volume of work.” (Primary Care)

“We’re often thrown into a situation where I don’t know this patient, but I’m supposed to have this conversation about this most intimate and important topic. Most hospitalists feel that it’s a better thing to talk about in primary care. And my guess is most primary
As part of this discussion, some providers suggested alternative approaches to outpatient ACP, including better integration with palliative care and group ACP visits.

“Sometimes I feel that I can’t give the family the face-time that they need to work through [family disagreement about goals]. So adding palliative care in the mix is helpful.” (Primary Care)

“I think it’s helpful for this to happen in an outpatient setting. You could have a group visit where somebody talks about what goals of care would mean to people with similar diagnoses, and expectations about what can happen in the future.” (Intensivist)

Discussion

We took the approach of examining ACP as an iterative process that occurs over time and across settings and uncovered important barriers to realizing this model, including differences in providers’ approaches to ACP, the absence or inaccessibility of useful ACP information, and inadequate communication between inpatient and outpatient providers about ACP. Providers also identified opportunities for improving ACP across the health care system, such as the use of values statements to guide clinical decision making across multiple scenarios, and leveraging primary care for eliciting meaningful ACP information. Our findings can be used to guide the development of systems-level interventions in integrated health systems where palliative care services play a facilitative role to support an iterative model of ACP. Additional research examining ACP as an iterative process rather than as a set of discrete tasks will be needed to guide meaningful improvements in the process.

Our findings suggest ACP is poorly integrated across the care continuum, with providers describing distinct ACP tasks by setting. To better support the decision-making process and guide patient-centered care throughout the trajectory of an illness, it will be critical to integrate the different pieces of ACP information gathered at each stage of an illness. One approach, broadly supported by providers in our focus groups, might be to establish a baseline understanding of a patient’s health care values early in the illness trajectory when patients can consider and articulate their preferences without the exigency of an acute situation. This baseline understanding could then be reevaluated in the context of the patient’s changing clinical experience through the illness trajectory, applying broad health care values to specific clinical events and used to undergird in-the-moment decision making across multiple scenarios. The focus on health care values that can be generalized across clinical contexts also addresses some of the limitations of traditional ADs, which are focused on specific, context-dependent choices. Prior work has shown the use of a values history that captures what is broadly important to a patient about their health, can help surrogates navigate complex treatment decisions, or indicate a care plan not covered by a traditional AD alone. The success and sustainability of such a model are likely to require adequate and repeated elicitation of patient values with consistent documentation. Palliative care providers may play an important role in helping to train other providers to elicit values information in a consistent and empathic manner from their patients.

Providers also highlighted the need for improved communication across the outpatient–inpatient boundary to support iterative ACP. With increasing policy attention and financial incentives being given to the meaningful use of health care informatics, the EMR can play a key role in improving communication and information transfer across settings. Electronic medical record-based interventions to support an iterative ACP process might include standardized ACP documentation templates, electronic health information exchange (eg, electronic notification of a hospitalized patient) between providers, and clinical reminders to reengage patients in ACP at sentinel health care events. There is some evidence outside the ACP context to suggest such interventions are feasible to implement, and future work might focus on increasing consistent use of the EMR for ACP documentation to support communication and information transfer across settings.

This study provides an initial look into some of the challenges and potential solutions for operationalizing an iterative model of ACP. Our sample size limits the scope of our findings. As part of a larger QI initiative, we were unable to be more expansive in our sampling; it is possible that had we conducted additional focus groups until reaching thematic saturation, we may have uncovered other challenges and solutions to an iterative model of ACP. In addition, our sampling approach led to greater physician attendance in the focus groups than other roles, thus it is likely that our findings primarily represent physician perspectives. Our findings also represent the perceptions of providers at a single VA site, which limits their generalizability to other contexts. As an integrated health care system with an established EMR, there are likely to be fewer perceived barriers to operationalizing ACP as an iterative process than there might be in nonintegrated systems. Still, we believe that our attempt to understand the challenges to operationalizing a model of ACP that is being increasingly recommended by professional societies provides direction for future research and clinical practice improvement in the area of ACP communication.

Advance care planning is critical to ensuring that patients receive care consistent with their values throughout the trajectory of an illness, yet there remain considerable challenges to operationalizing an iterative process of consideration and articulation of patient preferences through changing clinical experience. Greater attention to connecting providers across the care continuum and linking patient experiences to their values may help to integrate ACP communication and thus facilitate preference–concordant care throughout the course of an illness.
Appendix A

Focus Group Facilitator Guide

Q1: Describe What Advance Care Planning Means to You

Probes

a) What are some key ELEMENTS of advance care planning (eg, advance directives/other formal documentation, prognosis discussion)

b) What are your GOALS for advance care planning (eg, to complete a physician order; to understand patient preferences)?

c) What are desired OUTCOMES of advance care planning?

Q2: What Types of Patients Would Benefit from Advance Care Planning? Who Needs an Advance Care Plan?

Probes

a) What illness CHARACTERISTICS might suggest a need for advance care planning (eg, diagnosis, stage, comorbidity;)

“Chronic” versus “terminal” illness

b) Are there SENTINEL EVENTS might suggest a need for advance care planning (eg, hospitalization, illness exacerbation, family conflict)

Q3: When Should an ACP First be Discussed? When Should an ACP be Revisited?

Probes

a) What periodicity?

b) Does this differ across patient types (eg, chronic illness vs. imminently terminal?)

Q4: Describe Your Current Practices and Processes Around Advance Care Planning

Probes

a) Are there scripts or standardized approaches that you utilize?

b) Are there certain steps that you undertake when discussing or putting together a care plan?

c) Does this differ across patient types (eg, chronic illness vs. imminently terminal?)

d) What would a template for advance care planning look like? What would a template for a care plan include?

Q5: What are Some Difficulties You’ve Faced in Developing/Discussing an Advance Care Plan?

Probes

a) Communication barriers (eg, content, language, affect)

b) Knowledge barriers (eg, patient understanding of disease, family conflict, MD knowledge of ACP)

c) Systems barriers (eg, transfers across setting and time, standardized documentation)

Q6: What Tools or Resources Do You or Have You Used to Assist you With Advance Care Planning?

Q7: What Tools or Resources Would be Useful at the Point-of-Care to Assist You with ACP?

Probes

a) Communication tools (eg, scripts, plans, reminders)

b) Tools to help you identify patients

c) Documentation tools
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